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JOE13 is a marketing and Software development company which has been 
established in 2013 to invest years of experience in different domains to help 
companies to reach their ultimate value proposition, throughout the years JOE13  
gained the trust of their clients through combining team, we have a team of 
experienced and professional practitioners whose goal is facilitate human resource 
management by providing ideally equipped services that suit that requirement of 
each facility 
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly becoming an essential part of our lives. 
Through Artificial intelligence (AI) solutions we aim to provide our customers 
with pre-built and/or customizable solutions designed to address specific use 
cases and solve them.
AI software uses machine learning to simulate human intelligence, which can 
allow the software to complete tasks of increasing nuance and sensitivity, and 
respond to customer orders.



AI software can be divided into two types:
- Off-the-shelf AI Software - There are many benefits to using off-the-shelf 

AI software. It is a quick way to get valuable insights driven by artificial 
intelligence that would otherwise cost high amounts of money. 
Off-the-shelf solutions also save time as they are pre-made and ready to 
go. It is also great for small businesses which do not want to spend a lot 
of money to build an artificial intelligence infrastructure.

- Custom AI Software - Having a custom ML software product can 
automate areas of your business that would have been impossible in 
the past. By collecting vast amounts of data and training your AI, you 
can create a truly intelligent AI system that will respond to user 
behavior. So many companies now prefer custom AI and ML 
applications that allow them to develop advanced software that meets 
their specific requirements.
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